FIVE GAYS MURDERED

The secretary of The Tavern Guild, has informed this paper, that in six weeks time, five gay persons have been murdered. Two of the deceased were killed by tricks. The others appear to be that of a man. The paper called Official Officer of the S.F. Police Dept, and he verified that the above is true. Now the murders take place, of only what manner are somewhat irrelevant. It should be a warning to the Gay Community to "KNOW WHO YOU TAKE HOME".

Luella Parkons

Chef Adrian prepares New England clam chowder as it was intended, in New England. Also a front door of the FROLIC ROOM. CHARGE the Ladies of the Evening OVER CHARGE My dear!!!

My limousine then advanced to the MAGIC GARDEN and reviewed the busied and chauffured ladies. I was especially delighted with the charming originality and poise of PAT MONTCLAIR. Former President of the Gay Employees proteted 1970 and her beautiful Swell v and escorted her to his (Jose's) personal shampoo.

At midnight a delicious complimentary buffet of fruit salad cradled in watermelon Wells, cold roast beef, potato salad and other tempting dishes was served. Jose entertained as a future First lady would... divinely!

Our final stop was at GOLD STREET, which played host to a lovely crowd of hamburgen and coffee woflers and offered casual entertainment until the small hour of five (amen).

Transvestite certainly could stand some coordination. Buses of chartered ladies making clubs appearance, in more doors than one, gay person should better be able to come and go from many more clubs than is possible under the existing lines of pregramming. LINNER TO LUELLA.

All in all luella was pleased with the lovely people they showed to her Sunday night. To be sure, in the end we all went to the MAGIC GARDEN.
ADZ People
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WITH THE OSIRIS SIZATOMETER DO YOU WANT TO INCREASE THE SIZE OF YOUR PENIS? DO YOU HAVE TROUBLE GETTING YOUR PENIS ERRECT? DO YOU ENJOY MASTURBATION? IT IS NOT A METHOD. BUT A SAFE VACUUM DEVICE THAT PRODUCES AN ERECTION, INCREASES THE SIZE OF THE PENIS AND MAY BE USED FOR MASTURBATION. IT IS 100% SAFE AND GUARANTEED. INTRODUCTORY PRICE ONLY $24.95 PLUS TAX SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE OSIRIS. P. O. BOX 26595 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94126

INCREASE GENITAL SIZE

THE GRAB BAG

...ADULT MAGAZINES, BOOKS AND NOVELTIES ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
...WE HAVE SWINGERS! BE SURE TO CHECK OUR BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES.
MODELS-MASSAGE-ENCOUNTERS-PERSONALS-ETC.
WE ALSO OFFER A CONFIDENTIAL MAILING OR PHONE SERVICE...AT VERY REASONABLE RATES!

GRAB BAG #1
2853 EL CAMINO
REDWOOD CITY, CA.

GRAB BAG #2
35 R. "B" STREET
SAN MATEO, CA.

NOW FOR YOU...

Metropolitan Community Church

CALIFORNIA HALL
Corner of Turk & Polk
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES - 1PM
ALL ARE WELCOME!
For Information Call 775-2379

COFFEE & SOCIAL HOUR FOLLOWING SERVICES

NEW LOWER AD RATES

GAYZETTE AD RATES Effective 11/5/70

2-8 CI = $9.00 each HALF PAGE (40CI)=$25.00
9-22CI = $8.75 each FULL PAGE (80CI)=$200.00
23-40CI = $8.20 each ( DISTRIBUTORS LESS 5%)
41-60CI = $7.60 each
61 - 80CI = $7.00 each
71-90CI = $6.50 each ( DISTRIBUTORS LESS 5%)

CI - COLUMN INCHES (1 7/8) wide.
NO CONTRACTS. AFTER 4 Insertions less 5%
ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID!
CLASSIFIED ARE $50 each line (COMM. MIN. 3 LINES)
( NO REDUCTION FOR LONG RUM)
CLASSIFIED ARE $2. CI 6 mo. Contract
$1.50 CI 12 mo Contract
ALL CONTRACTS PREPAID. NO REFUNDS OR CHANGES
INFORMATION-CALL (415)-387-2539

MALE NUDE "ACTION" PHOTOS
Color slides and Movies. Send $2. for the WORLD'S LARGEST Male Nude Catalog (40 PAGES) Plus Big Sample. State in writing you are over 21 years of age. MIKE DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS, PO Box 2467, Dept-ADZ, Hollywood, CA. 90028.

SUBSCRIPTION REQUEST

-ADZ-GAYZETTE IS FREE!-
SUBSCRIPTION $5. per Year (COVERS COST OF POSTAGE & HANDLING)
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE & SEND TO:
ADZ
P. O. BOX 27306
SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
94127

AGE
ZIP

Make checks payable to: ADZ, P.O. Box 27306, San Francisco 94127